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Abstract: People detection is of great importance in video surveillance. Different approaches have been
proposed to achieve accurate detection system. The main problem in people detection systems is that it must
maintain a balance between the number of false detections and the number of missing people which limits the
global detection results. In order to solve this problem and add robustness to detection, we propose a multiplexor
and collector model composed of multiple independent detectors. This model is used to keep the true positive
detections provided by a number of detectors and reduce the miss rate. In addition, a fusion model is proposed to
check the robustness of the cascaded detection system. A pipeline techniques will also be used to avoid the
increasing of detection time.
Keywords: people detection, counting, surveillance systems, image processing, computer vision.

1. Introduction
People detection is one of the most challenging task in computer vision [1]. Although significant research
has been carried out to find an accurate solution for this task, there are still many challenges that need to be
resolved. These include variability in appearances, crowded scenarios, handling complex backgrounds and
occlusion which lead to high false detection and miss rate. The trade-off between false detection and miss rate
renders most methods ineffective.
People detection is fundamental in intelligent video surveillance systems as it provides important
information for establishing awareness. People detection can be used for people counting and tracking. An
efficient and accurate people counting, tracking and distribution system would be beneficial and fundamental to
a lot of applications such as in
 safety applications; e.g. an indicator of over-crowded situations, for possible emergency evacuation processes
and crowd management [2], [3];
 security applications; e.g. an indicator of fighting, rioting, violent protest, mass panic and excitement [4], [5];
 business intelligence and behavioural economics applications; e.g. the distribution of costumers may be used
for product placement, floor planning and staff management [6]. In addition, the overall crowd in a retail
store may be monitored to assess store performance over time [7];
 Transport applications; e.g. to improve the distribution of buses over different routes which, is fundamental to
the optimisation of transport network and for scheduling public transport [8], [9]; and
 energy management applications such as optimising air conditioning, lighting and heating in buildings
according to occupancy density and distributions [3], [10].
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This paper proposes firstly, a multi stage independent detection system employed to minimise miss rate;
secondly a fusion technique that can be used to compensate the limitations of each independent detector and
finally, a pipeline techniques to that minimises processing, and hence detection, time.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the related work; Sections 3
describes the system design; Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work
There is an extensive literature on people detection approaches. They can be generally grouped into six
paradigms. In this section, we provide an overview on each of the paradigms.

2.1. Full Body Detection Based Algorithms
They are direct approaches to count the number of people in a scene through detection. The algorithms are
trained using the full body appearance of a set of people [11]–[13]. They suffer from large pose variations and
partial occlusion as the number of people increases [14]. Different features are used to represent the full body
appearance such as Haar like features [15] and histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features [13]. Different
linear and nonlinear classifiers are also used to find the relationship between the features and the number of
people such as linear support vector machine (SVM), neural network (NN) and Gaussian process regression
(GPR) [16], [17]. The accuracy of full body detectors is acceptable in sparse environments but the accuracy
decreases significantly in crowded environments.

2.2. Part Body Detection Based Algorithms
A significant amount of research has been carried out to mitigate partial occlusion by detecting only part of
the body such as heads, faces, eyes and head-shoulders [18]–[20]. The shape of people's heads changes or differ
with hair styles and head coverings. Hence head based detection is not robust enough for counting people [14].
On the other hand, a head-shoulder region occupies a larger proportion of a human body image than a head alone
and they are more likely to be detected [14]. Faces and eyes are rarely used to count the number of people
because a lot of people do not look at the cameras when passing and faces and eyes are easily occluded.

2.3. Shape Matching Detection Based Algorithms
Ellipses are used by some researchers to count the number of people [21]. In this approach, the background
subtraction method is applied to segment the foreground blobs [22], [23] and ellipse detection is applied to
identify the number of people in each blob. Other shapes such as Bernoulli shapes have been used by some
researchers to count the number of people [24]. The accuracy of shape matching detectors is acceptable in
sparsely occupied environments but the accuracy decreases significantly in crowded environments.

2.4. Multi Camera Detection Based Algorithms
Many research studies have focused on counting the number of people using a single camera which can fail
in crowded environments (i.e., heavy occlusion occurs). Some researchers have used multiple cameras to count
people to avoid occlusion [25]. The cost of hardware and the multi-camera set-up is the main disadvantages of
this approach.

2.5. 3D camera detection based algorithms
Depth information has great potential to improve people counting for many reasons e. g. [26], it can be used
to;
 Improve foreground segmentation; and
 Handle occlusions more efficiently.
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This third dimension allows time-of-flight (TOF) and stereo vision features to be used to obtain image depth
[27]. For instance, Microsoft Kinect devices could be used to obtain image depth, which provides high quality
images at a lower price compared to previous technologies [28]. The performance of 3D camera based detection
techniques is affected by changing illumination and when monitoring a large area of similar colors and little
edges, because it may be difficult to find features [29]. In addition, developing a people counting algorithm
based on a depth sensing system is more complex and would therefore require a significant amount of
computational time [30].

2.6. Density-Aware Detection Based Algorithms
This approach combines full or part body detection based algorithms and crowd density estimation [31].
Full body, head and head-shoulder detection based algorithm can be improved and the accuracy can be increased
by using density-aware information [31]. The aim of this approach is to reduce the false positive per image
(FPPI) in low crowd density locations in the frame. This occurs when it incorrectly detects the presence of a
person, when there is actually nobody. In addition, this approach reduces the miss rate in high crowd density
locations in the frame.

3. System Design
The main aim of classical cascade classifiers is to reduce the FPPI. In this approach FPPI will be improved,
obviously, but the miss rate of detection (FNR) will increase rapidly. The FNR is measured using [13]:

(1)

Where FN is the number of times it incorrectly indicates that there is nobody, TP is the number of correct
detections. In addition, a classical cascade classifier usually consists of multiple stages of weak classifiers of the
same kind but do not use multiple independent detectors. As shown in Figure 1, all detected windows of NonPerson (NP) are rejected directly at each classifier while the windows of Candidate Person (CP) are passed to the
next stage for more checking by the cascaded classifiers.

Frame

Classifier
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NP
P

Classifier
2

Classifier
3

NP
P

NP
P

Classifier
4

Detected
people

NP
P

Rejected Windows
Fig. 1: Flow diagram of a cascade classifier.

In this paper, multiple independent detectors and a novel multiplexer cascade is proposed. Different
detectors are used to detect people. Each one has some advantages and disadvantages mainly because each
technique is based on different features extraction, learning method and person models. Frame-by-frame,
different independent detectors may produce different results so a novel cascade of different independent
detectors can be implemented to improve the true positive detections provided by a number of detectors. That
will reduce the FNR especially when the advantages of each detector is exploited in this cascaded model. In
addition, the rejected windows from all detectors can be fused and compared with a predefined threshold for
detection purposes. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed method which consists of three
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independent detectors and one fusion model. Where
is the windows of candidate person,
is the
is the windows of detected people and
is the windows of
windows of low-level candidate person,
rejected people. Two fusion models are developed in this paper.
Fusion
Model
LCP
Detector 1

Frame
DP1, RP1,
FP1& CP1

LCP

LCP

CP

CP
Detector3

Detector 2

DP3, RP3,
FP3& CP3

DP2, RP2,
FP2& CP2

Multiplexer & Collector Model
Fig. 2: Flow diagram of a novel multiplexer cascade detector.

The confidence level of the detectors will be used to classify windows into detected person windows,
rejected person windows and candidate person windows. In addition, three predefined threshold will be used in
this classification; high-quality, medium-quality and low-quality thresholds. The multiplexer and collector
model will use the following rules to classify the windows;

where
is the confidence level of a window. The multiplexer and detection windows model will use the
following equation to collect the results of all detectors and the fusion model;

(2)
The fusion model measures the robustness of the
windows by comparing them with the mediumquality threshold. All
windows that get more than this threshold at all detectors will be considered as
windows. The fusion model will use the following rule;

The proposed method will use pipeline techniques to avoid increasing the detection or processing time. It is
an implementation technique in which multiple frames are overlapped during execution. Three frames are
processed simultaneously using different detectors. In this case, the processing time is not increased.

4. Experimental Results
Matlab software is used to implement the proposed system. Preliminary results of the proposed method have
been obtained. The proposed approach is implemented and tested using pictures. Two detectors are used in to
produce the results presented in this section; the Haar-like detector, which is very famous and widely used in
detection systems and the second one is a full body detector. As shown in Figure 3, the miss rate of the proposed
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approach is 0.3 and 0 for the first and second pictures. From the results, it can be seen that the miss rate is lower
than each detector individually.

(a) Detected people using the Haar-like detector (first detector)

(b) People not detected using the Haar-like detector (first detector) due to low-level of confidence.

(c) The detected people by the second detector.

(d) The detected people by the proposed approach.
Fig 3: The performance of the proposed approach.
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5. Conclusion
This paper has outlined the general principles of a new approach for people detection and counting using
video surveillance. This approach combines multiple independent detectors using a multiplexer & collector
model, fusion model and a pipeline technique in order to keep the correct positive detections by a number of
detectors and, at the same time, reduce the miss rate. This integration technique performs better, provides more
accurate results and enhances the detection rate. The proposed approach has been implemented and tested using
frames as well as pictures. Initial results are very promising and shows that the proposed approach reduces the
miss detection rate and hence, improves accuracy. Further development and evaluation of the proposed
technique using different videos in different environments with different crowd densities in real-time
environments is currently being carried out.
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